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Abstract— The interconnection of renewable energy sources
with storage systems through a Direct Current (DC) MicroGrid
is one of the best ways to deal with the need for reliable power
networks. An approach based on the ”System of Systems”
philosophy using distributed control methodologies is developed
here with the purpose to share the duty to ensure grid voltage
stability among a number of devices ensuring fast response. The
closed-loop stability proof is based on an Input-to-State-Stable
(ISS) like Lyapunov function.

Abstract— Voltage control, Lyapunov methods, Input-to-State
Stability, DC MicroGrid, Droop control

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently the use of Direct Current (DC) MicroGrids has
grown significant interest mainly due to some advantages
over Alternate Current (AC) ones [1]. Indeed, DC grids
favour the integration of renewable energy sources (renew-
ables), especially photovoltaic (PV), storages as batteries or
supercapacitors, and modern loads as electric vehicles due
to the DC nature of these devices. The two kinds of storages
usually work at different time scales: the batteries have the
duty to provide energy when it is missing from the renewable
sources, while the supercapacitors act to compensate the
power transient variations in power production or consump-
tion [2], [3], [4], [5].

To be able to exchange power in a reliable way, DC
grid voltage stability must be ensured under adverse cir-
cumstances [6]. To reduce losses due to high currents and
to add redundancy to the system, the utilization of more
than one storage device is favourable both for batteries
and supercapacitors. The combination of the storage devices
is usually controlled in a master-slave or droop control
framework, according to the number of devices that are
dedicated to operate the voltage stabilization (one or more
than one, respectively) [7]. Rigorous analysis of voltage
stabilization is an open research problem [2], [8], [9], [10],
and the result introduced in this paper is among the first ones
for droop control of DC MicroGrids.

The target of this paper is to introduce a stability anal-
ysis for a DC MicroGrid where more devices share the
responsibility to correctly operate the voltage stabilization.
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To this purpose, the analysis of a DC MicroGrid with a
single supercapacitor introduced in [2], which results in a
master-slave control, is here extended for a DC MicroGrid
with two supercapacitors sharing the duty to stabilize the
grid. The master-slave distributed nonlinear control technique
presented in [2] is modified into a droop control one, which
is obtained by an Input-to-State-Stable (ISS) like Lyapunov
function [11] with respect to the equilibrium point playing
the role of a (fictitious) input. The here adopted nonlinear
techniques result in a less complicated and then more suitable
for implementation control law, with respect to the structure
it would have using the techniques adopted in [2]. The
resulting control law allows for a Lyapunov-based sharing of
the needed power to stabilize the grid by different devices
with the same target.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the model
of the DC MicroGrid is introduced. Then in Section III
the adopted analysis is carried out for each subsystem to
satisfy stability requirements. Section IV provides simulation
results, while in Section V conclusions are outlined.

II. MICROGRID CONFIGURATION

The considered framework in Fig. 1 depicts the DC
microgrid with a PV array, a battery, a load and two superca-
pacitors. To ensure voltage stability and power balance, the
control objective is split into several targets. The PV array is
controlled in a way such to extract the maximum available
power, while the battery acts as a buffer between the power
flow requested by the load and the power flow supplied by
the renewables, i.e. the PV array. The two supercapacitors
share the duty to keep the voltage at a desired level during
the transients. The devices are taken as voltage sources, and
they are connected to the DC grid by DC/DC converters,
whose dynamics are supposed to be measurable, and the
values of the electrical components (resistances, capacitances
and inductances) are known. The controllers developed in
this work are the duty cycles for the DC/DC converters.

A. Assumptions

To ensure voltage stability and power balance, some
assumptions need to be made.

First, the existence of a higher level controller which pro-
vides references to be accomplished by the local controllers
is supposed [12]. These references are about the desired
voltages to be imposed to the PV array and to the battery, V ∗1
and V ∗4 respectively, to obtain the needed amount of power
and the desired voltage value for the DC grid, which is V ∗11.
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Fig. 1. The considered framework.

We need the references to be able to take into account a
proper charge/discharge rate power for the supercapacitors;
a state of charge about 50% of its operability (i.e. about 75%
of its maximum charge) at the beginning of the time interval
is the best starting point for efficiency reasons [13].

Then, proper sizing of each component in a DC microgrid
is considered in order to always satisfy the power demanded
by the load. This condition can also be seen as the ability
of the battery and the supercapacitors to fulfil the request to
provide enough amount of power in a time interval.

Last, the assumption to work in a feasible framework due
to physical limitations of the devices, and consequently to
deal with loads, disturbances and control gains allowing for
a solution, must be made. Then a situation where the system
is stabilizable in case of bounded control inputs is considered
(ui ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, 3, 4), according to an operating region
as the one described in [2].

B. MicroGrid Modeling

The PV array, battery and supercapacitors are each one
connected to the DC grid by a DC/DC converter. Here the
mathematical models are given according to the circuital rep-
resentation, based on power electronics averaging technique
controlled using Pulsed Width Modulation (PWM) [14].

The considered model is

ẋ(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t), u(t), d(t)) + h(x(t), d(t)) (1)

x = [ x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 ]
T (2)

u = [ u1 u2 u3 u4 ]
T (3)

d =

[
VPV VB V ′S V ′′S

1

RL

]T
(4)

The state x ∈ R11 and the disturbance vector d ∈ R5 are
supposed to be measurable, and the parameters are known.
Here xi represents the voltage VCi

∈ R+ of the capacitor
Ci, i = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11} while xj represents the current
ILj

∈ R in the inductance Lj , j = {3, 6, 8, 10}. x11
represents the voltage of the DC microgrid, while the other
variables are part of the DC/DC converters connecting the

voltage sources VPV ∈ R+, VB ∈ R+, V ′S ∈ R+, V ′′S ∈ R+

(the PV array, battery and supercapacitors, respectively) to
the DC grid. The control vector u is composed by the duty
cycles of the converters. RL ∈ R+ is a piecewise constant
value representing the load resistance.

ẋ1 = 1
R1C1

(VPV − x1)− 1
C1
x3

ẋ2 = 1
R2C2

(x11 − x2) + 1
C2
x3(1− u1)

ẋ3 = 1
L3
x1 − 1

L3
x2(1− u1)− R01

L3
x3

ẋ4 = 1
R4C4

(VB − x4)− 1
C4
x6

ẋ5 = 1
R5C5

(x11 − x5) + 1
C5
x6(1− u2)

ẋ6 = 1
L6
x4 − 1

L6
x5(1− u2)− R04

L6
x6

ẋ7 = 1
R7C7

(x11 − x7) + 1
C7
x8

ẋ8 = 1
L8
V ′Su3 −

R08

L8
x8 − 1

L8
x7

ẋ9 = 1
R9C9

(x11 − x9) + 1
C9
x10

ẋ10 = 1
L10

V ′′S u4 −
R010

L10
x10 − 1

L10
x9

ẋ11 = x2−x11

R2C11
+ x5−x11

R5C11
+ x7−x11

R7C11
+

+x9−x11

R9C11
− x11

RLC11

(5)

The voltage of the DC grid x11 is influenced by the
connection with load and sources. The DC/DC converter
connecting the PV array to the DC grid is a boost one
and it is illustrated in the red area in Fig. 1. Its target is
to obtain the maximum amount of power from the PV array
regulating the voltage VC1

to the constant reference V ∗1 = x∗1,
which is given by the higher level controller implementing
the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm. u1
is the corresponding control input. The DC/DC converter
connecting the battery is a bost-buck bidirectional converter
(yellow area in Fig. 1). Its duty cycle, i.e. u2, is controlled
to assign the constant reference V ∗4 = x∗4 value to x4, to
the purpose to force the battery to provide/absorb an already
fixed amount of power. The DC/DC converters connecting
the supercapacitors to the DC grid are bidirectional buck-
boost ones (blue areas in Fig. 1). The duty cycles u3 and
u4 are the control inputs for each system. Their target is
to control the capacitors’ voltage directly connected to the
grid, x7 and x9 respectively, such as to keep the voltage
x11 at the reference value x∗11. The constant references are
supposed correctly given by the higher level controller, as
stated in Section II-A.
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III. MICROGRID CONTROL

A. Connection with Droop control

The desired target to be accomplished in this work is
to provide an analytical result for several network nodes
sharing out the responsibility to maintain the DC voltage
of the grid at the same time. The necessity to have physical
redundancy is considered, and a cooperative solution among
two equal stability dedicated devices (the supercapacitors) is
investigated. A dedicated control action must be developed
when they are grid connected and in operating condition.
Indeed, when a power imbalance reaction is needed, the
optimal solution would be to have them reacting in the same
way for restoring a desired voltage level into the DC grid.
The power imbalance can be caused by unmodeled dynamics
or disturbances acting on the renewable source or the load.

The control of the grid is based on the construction of
an ISS-Lyapunov function, which will also provide the duty
of each device to provide/absorb power. The responsibility
to keep the voltage will be equally distributed between the
dedicated devices: to this purpose, the gain Γ is introduced
as Γ = 1

n , where n is the number of the aforementioned
devices. In this work n = 2 is considered.

It must to be noted that the gain Γ corresponds to the
droop gains adopted when performing droop control. It is
then possible to state that the performed control action acts
according to the droop control mode. The considered case
is clearly correlated to equal droop gains, which happens
when the devices are equal in size and state of charge. In
this paper, the contribution is focused to this particular case
due to the complications of the general one with respect to
different convergence rates and proper choice of the gains.
Target of future works will be to develop an analytical result
for devices with different characteristics.

B. Control law

For each DC/DC converter a proper control action is
developed to fit the desired target and the interconnection
among all of them is then used to ensure grid stability.

Let us consider the set of all possible values of x∗1 that
generate a non negative current coming from the PV array
as x∗1 ∈ [γ1VPV , VPV ], where γ1 = R01

R1

1

1+
R01
R1

. Also,

let us consider a value for x∗4 and x∗11 such that they do
not violate physical constraints of the converter, i.e. x∗4 ∈
[γ2VB , β(x∗11, VB)], where γ2 = R04

R4

1

1+
R04
R4

,

β(x∗11, VB) =
x∗11 +

(
R5

R4
− R04

R4

)
VB

1 + R5

R4
− R04

R4

(6)

and x∗11, x∗11 ∈ (max(VPV , VB),min(V ′S , V
′′
S )). Let us

moreover consider the set of all positive values of RL in
the set ΩRL

satisfying the condition on the balance of the
currents, which is expressed by

1

RL
x∗11 =

1

R2
(x∗2 − x∗11) +

1

R5
(x∗5 − x∗11) (7)

where

ΩRL
= {RL : x∗4 ∈ [γ2VB , β(x∗11, VB)] (8)
for some x∗1 ∈ [γ1VPV , VPV ]}

and the values of x∗2 and x∗5 depend on x∗1 and x∗4, respec-
tively, and for i = {2, 5} are defined as

x∗i =
x∗11
2

+
1

2

√
x∗11

2 + 4RiCi∆i (9)

∆2 =
1

R1C2
(VPV − x∗1)

[
x∗1 −

R01

R1
(VPV − x∗1)

]
(10)

∆5 =
1

R4C5
(VB − x∗4)

[
x∗4 −

R04

R4
(VB − x∗4)

]
(11)

and represent the solution of the dynamics x2 and x5 in
equation (5) setting ẋ = 0.

Let us consider the state x, whose dynamics are described
in (5), the integral terms α1, α3, α4, α6 assuring zero error
in steady state and the positive gains K1, K1, Kα

1 , K3, K3,
Kα

3 , K4, K4, Kα
4 , K6, K6, Kα

6 :

α̇1 = Kα
1 (x1 − x∗1) ; α̇3 = Kα

3 (x3 − z3) (12)
α̇4 = Kα

4 (x4 − x∗4) ; α̇6 = Kα
6 (x6 − z6) (13)

where

z3 =
1

R1
(VPV − x1) + C1K1(x1 − x∗1) + C1K1α1 (14)

z6 =
1

R4
(VB − x4) + C4K4(x4 − x∗4) + C4K4α4 (15)

Let us define the errors e2 and e5 as the differences
between x2 and x5 and their equilibrium points xe2 = x∗2,
xe5 = x∗5;

e2 = x2 − x∗2, e5 = x5 − x∗5 (16)

and the terms

Ψ2 = e2

(
1

R2
(x11 − x∗2) + x3(1− u1)

)
(17)

Ψ5 = e5

(
1

R5
(x11 − x∗5) + x6(1− u2)

)
(18)

Ψ11 = x11

(
e2 + x∗2 − x11

R2
+
e5 + x∗5 − x11

R5
− x11
RL

)
(19)

to be used in the references zi for xi, i = {7, 9}, and zj ,
j = {8, 10}, with the positive gains Ki and Kj :

zi =
1

x11
x∗11

2 − Ri
x11

Γ [Ψ2 + Ψ5 + Ψ11] (20)

zj = CiKi(xi − zi)−
1

Ri
(xi − x11)− Ciżi (21)

Let us now consider η, where

η =

 x1 − x∗1 ; α1 ; x2 − x∗2 ; x3 − z3 ; α3 ;
x4 − x∗4 ; α4 ; x5 − x∗5 ; x6 − z6 ; α6 ;

x7 − z7 ; x8 − z8 ; x9 − z9 ; x10 − z10 ; x11


(22)
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Finally, let us consider the gain Γ = 0.5 and the set Ωη
of any evolution of η satisfying for each t the conditions:

x2 6= 0, x5 6= 0, x11 6= 0 (23)

Theorem 1. For any given x∗1 ∈ [γ1VPV , VPV ], x∗4 ∈
[γ2VB , β(x∗11, VB)], x∗11 ∈ (max(VPV , VB),min(V ′S , V

′′
S )),

RL ∈ ΩRL
such that condition (7) is satisfied, there exist

control laws u1, u2, u3, u4 such that, for suitable functions
ω ∈ KL and γ ∈ K, the following inequality holds

|η(t)| ≤ ω(η(0), t) + γ(x∗11), (24)

provided that η ∈ Ωη .

Proof. A Lyapunov function V composed of different Lya-
punov functions is used to prove stability, as illustrated
in [6], [15], [2]. State-feedback Proportional Integral (PI)
control inputs u1 and u2 are designed for properly controlling
dynamics x1, x3, x4 and x6 in order to obtain a desired
amount of power coming from the PV array and the battery.
Then the control inputs u3 and u4 are dedicated to the grid
voltage regulation for the system interconnection. Backstep-
ping technique is used to implement the control laws. The
proposed candidate Lyapunov function is in the form of

V (η) = V1,3 + V4,6 + V7,9 + V8,10 + V2,5,11 > 0 (25)

Let us consider the equilibrium points xe1 = x∗1, xe3 =
1
R1

(VPV − x∗1), xe4 = x∗4 and xe6 = 1
R4

(VB − x∗4). They
are necessary to provide power stability, i.e. that the PV
array and the battery feed the load in steady state. To prove
convergence, the following candidate Lyapunov functions are
considered:

V1,3 =
1

2
(x1−x∗1)2+

K1

2Kα
1

α2
1+

1

2
(x3−z3)2+

K3

2Kα
3

α2
3 (26)

V4,6 =
1

2
(x4−x∗4)2+

K4

2Kα
4

α2
4+

1

2
(x6−z6)2+

K6

2Kα
6

α2
6 (27)

where the positive gains K1, K1, Kα
1 , K3, K3, Kα

3 , K4,
K4, Kα

4 , K6, K6, Kα
6 , have to be properly chosen. The

control inputs u1 and u2 are defined as

u1 =
1

x2
[−x1 + x2 +R01x3 − L3v1] (28)

u2 =
1

x5
(−x4 + x5 +R04x6 − L6v4) (29)

with, for (i, j) = {(1, 3), (4, 6)},

vi = Kj(xj − zj) +Kjαj − CiKiK
α
i (xi − x∗i )+ (30)

+

(
CiKi −

1

Ri

)
(Ki(xi − x∗i ) +Kiαi)

and make negative semidefinite the time derivative of the
candidate Lyapunov functions V1,3 and V4,6;

V̇1,3 = −K1(x1 − x∗1)2 −K3(x3 − z3)2 ≤ 0 (31)

V̇4,6 = −K4(x4 − x∗4)2 −K6(x6 − z6)2 ≤ 0 (32)

Asymptotic stability is then proven by V̈1,3 and V̈4,6. Indeed,
since V̇1,3 ≤ 0 then V1,3(t) ≤ V1,3(0), which implies that
x1−x∗1, α1, x3−z3 and α3 are bounded, thanks to Lyapunov
theorem. Consequently V̈1,3 is bounded as well. Then V̇1,3 is
uniformly continuous in time and applying Barbalat’s lemma
we establish that V̇1,3 → 0 as t→∞: ergo (x1 − x∗1)→ 0,
α1 → 0, (x3− z3)→ 0 and α3 → 0 [16]. The same is valid
for V̇4,6 and V̈4,6.

V̈1,3 = −2K1(x1−x∗1)(ẋ1)− 2K3(x3− z3)(ẋ3− ż3) (33)

ż3 =

(
1

R1
− C1K1

)(
K1(x1 − x∗1) +K1α1

)
+

+ C1K1K
α
1 (x1 − x∗1) (34)

Then asymptotic stability around the defined equilibrium
points is ensured with the previously defined u1 and u2.
The control inputs u3 and u4 are dedicated to ensure grid
stability: they do not act directly on the DC grid, but through
the dynamics x8 and x7 for u3 and x10 and x9 for u4. To
find a proper control action, V2,5,11 is defined as:

V2,5,11 =
C2

2
e22 +

C5

2
e25 +

C11

2
x211 (35)

where the errors e2 and e5 are defined in (16). The corre-
sponding dynamical equations are rewritten as

ė2 = 1
R2C2

(x11 − e2 − x∗2) + 1
C2
x3(1− u1)

ė5 = 1
R5C5

(x11 − e5 − x∗5) + 1
C5
x6(1− u2)

ẋ11 = 1
C11

(
1
R2

(e2 + x∗2 − x11) + 1
R5

(e5 + x∗5 − x11)
)

+

+ 1
C11

(
1
R7

(x7 − x11) + 1
R9

(x9 − x11)− 1
RL
x11

)
(36)

and the time derivative V̇2,5,11 of (35) is

V̇2,5,11 = − 1

R2
e22 −

1

R5
e25 + Ψ2 + Ψ5 + Ψ11+ (37)

+ x11

(
1

R7
(x7 − x11) +

1

R9
(x9 − x11)

)
In equation (37) the dynamics x7 and x9 are the virtual

control input; properly selected, they will give the desired
form to V̇2,5,11. With Γ = 0.5, it is then possible to write
the references zi for xi, i = {7, 9} in (20) such to have a
V̇2,5,11 in a proper form for ISS (the explication is at the end
of the proof):

V̇2,5,11 = − 1

R2
e22 −

1

R5
e25 −Rex211 +Rex

∗
11

2 (38)

where Re =
(

1
R7

+ 1
R9

)
. The references zj , j = {8, 10}

in (21) are then calculated in order to ensure convergence.
Indeed, the dedicated positive definite Lyapunov function
V7,9 is shown to have a definite negative time derivative:

V7,9 =
1

2
(x7 − z7)2 +

1

2
(x9 − z9)2 (39)
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V̇7,9 = −K7(x7 − z7)2 −K9(x9 − z9)2 < 0 (40)

Finally the control inputs u3 and u4 are defined as

u3 =
1

V ′S
[x7 +R08x8 + L8ż8 − L8K8(x8 − z8)] (41)

u4 =
1

V ′′S
[x9 +R010x10 + L10ż10 − L10K10(x10 − z10)]

(42)

with K8 > 0 and K10 > 0 constant, and where ż8, ż10
are the time derivatives of z8 and z10, respectively. Then,
the positive definite Lyapunov function V8,10 has a negative
definite time derivative V̇8,10.

V8,10 =
1

2
(x8 − z8)2 +

1

2
(x10 − z10)2 (43)

V̇8,10 = −K8(x8 − z8)2 −K10(x10 − z10)2 < 0 (44)

According to (26), (27), (35), (39), (43), it is then possible
to state that

α(|η|) ≤ V (η) ≤ α(|η|) (45)

where the functions α, α ∈ K∞. Furthermore, from the
conditions in (31), (32), (38), (40) and (44) it follows that
there exist functions α, γ ∈ K∞ such that the following
equality/inequality holds:

V̇ (η, x∗11) = V̇1,3 + V̇4,6 + V̇7,9 + V̇8,10 + V̇2,5,11 (46)
≤ −α(|η|) + γ(|x∗11|)

The composite positive definite Lyapunov function V (η)
in (25) then results to be an ISS-like Lyapunov function
(see page 16 of [11]) with the equilibrium point x∗11 playing
the role of a (fictitious) input. From (46) the inequality (24)
follows, provided that η ∈ Ωη .

In Theorem 1, the unconstrained controllers u1, u2, u3
and u4 locally solve the problem to effectively stabilize a
DC microgrid implementing the proposed control method.
When considering the bounds on the control inputs we need
to compute the maximal set ΩK ⊂ X , X = R15 being the
state of the closed loop system, which is invariant for the
closed loop dynamical system, and such that u1(η) ∈ [0, 1],
u2(η) ∈ [0, 1], u3(η) ∈ [0, 1], u4(η) ∈ [0, 1], ∀ η ∈ ΩK .
Such a maximal set is well defined, because the family of
all invariant sets in X is closed under union. In [2] the set
ΩK is shown not to be empty and suggestions for finding
an estimation of it are introduced. Then Theorem 1 is valid
also for bounded inputs ui ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, 3, 4, provided
that the initial states are in ΩK .

It must to be noticed that the control law u1 and u2 are
similar with respect to the ones introduced in [2], since
they perform the same target: nevertheless, the nonliner
techniques used in this proof better explain the physical
meaning of the equations. On the contrary, the control laws
with voltage stability as target have different structures due
to the coupling of the control inputs and to the fact that
the references (20) are obtained with a different technique,

TABLE I
GRID PARAMETERS.

Param. Value Param. Value Param. Value
C1 0.1 F C2 0.01 F L3 0.033 H
R01 0.01 Ω R02 0.01 Ω R1 0.1 Ω
R2 0.1 Ω C4 0.1 F C5 0.01 F
L6 0.033 H R04 0.01 Ω R05 0.01 Ω
R4 0.1 Ω R5 0.01 Ω C7 0.01 F
L8 0.0033 H R07 0.01 Ω R08 0.01 Ω
R7 0.1 Ω C9 0.01 F L10 0.0033 H
R09 0.01 Ω R010 0.01 Ω R9 0.1 Ω
C11 0.0001 F F 5 kHz

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
Time [s]

-300

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

[A
]

i
PV

i
B

i
L

Fig. 2. The current produced by the PV array (iPV ), the current
absorbed/provided by the battery (iB) and the current consumed by the
load (iL).

which is ISS. The choice of ISS has been done to simplify
the control law.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this Section, simulations showing the results obtained
using the proposed control method are introduced. They
are performed with SimPower, a Matlab/Simulink toolbox
dedicated to realistic circuit simulations. The values of the
parameters for the model are depicted in Tables I. The
considered simulation time is 5 s.

In the considered scenario a time-varying irradiance profile
will generate perturbations coming from the PV array and
acting on the DC grid, as shown by the current coming from
the PV array in Fig. 2.

During the simulation time the references x∗1 and x∗4 take
a different value every second (see Fig. 3), while x∗11 is
kept constant at the desired value of 1000 V (see Fig.
6). Fig. 3 illustrates the effectiveness of the control action
implemented by u1 and u2; indeed, the dynamics reach the
desired values and keep it even in presence of disturbances,
correctly generating the currents iPV and iB of Fig. 2.

As can be deduced comparing power in and power out in
Fig. 2, an action to ensure power balance is requested to the
two supercapacitors, both during the transient time than in
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Fig. 3. The voltages x1 (in (a)) and x4 (in (b)) and their reference values
changing during the considered time intervals of 1 s.
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Fig. 6. The DC grid voltage x11 and its reference x∗
11.

steady state. The developed control laws u3 and u4 equally
share this responsibility between the two devices thanks to
the equal choice of the droop-like gain Γ. As a consequence,
the currents generated by the two devices must to be equal,
as shown by Fig. 4. Such equal currents also generate the
same voltage variations in the dynamics x7 and x9, as shown
in Fig. 5.

The introduced distributed coupled control action reach the
target to maintain the grid voltage around the desired equilib-
rium point, as shown in Fig. 6. Without considering the high
peak taking place during system initialization, which is still
under the admissible tolerance of 10%, the system response
to the different kinds of disturbances is very appropriate.
Indeed, the voltage level is kept with an acceptable error
which is less than 5%. The developed distributed controller
is then shown to successfully reach the target to control DC
grid voltage stability under different adverse circumstances.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an ISS-Lyapunov based distributed control
for a DC MicroGrid composed by a PV array, two kinds
of storage devices, a load and their connected devices is
introduced. The DC MicroGrid is controlled in order to
correctly provide a desired amount of power for feeding
an uncontrolled bounded load while ensuring a desired grid
voltage value. To this purpose, a Lyapunov-based stability
analysis is carried out for the complete system; the intro-
duced Lyapunov function is used for sharing the needed

power exchange between the two devices providing transient
stability in a droop control like mode, supposing enough
availability of power for long term stability. Finally, the
efficiency of the proposed control is shown by realistic
simulation results.

Future works will investigate a more general ”Plug and
Play” scenario [10] with scalability of the proposed tech-
niques as main target, integrating a number of sources as
renewables, a number of storages acting as energy reservoirs
and a number of storages acting as power reservoirs. It will
also be studied how to design the droop gains as a function
of the desired operation regions and performances.
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